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Minor Essential Revisions
Abst
L1 "...there is a rich tradition in the use of..." i think you should rearrange this phrase.
L6 the examples given: put in brackets for each type

Background and Else where
"et al" should have a full stop at the end "et al."

Results/Discussion
compound 88: space out
units should be spaced out from digits
correct spelling errors throughout the manuscript e.g.: "herpatoprotective" p hepato protective

conclusion
L16 However, since......since,... You should replace one of them with a synonymous word/ expression

in vitro/ in vivo should be in italic. Verify this throughout.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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